220 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
racing and others reported on a popular radio program called
"Hobby Lobby/'
The lunatic fringes of sport dear to the twenties, such as
marathon dancing and flagpole sitting, persisted but with
diminishing vitality. A brief vogue for being buried alive
in 1934-1935 and a passing collegiate ardor for swallowing
goldfish, begun by a Harvard freshman in 1939 and carried
to strenuous heights by a Chicago student who devoured
three phonograph records, seemed afterthoughts from a
vanished day. Equally ephemeral was the passion for minia-
ture golf which in the summer of 1930 mushroomed into a
hundred-million-dollar business, but quickly ebbed, leaving
the face of the nation pitted with greens made of dyed cot-
tonseed. The mid-thirties witnessed fashions for slightly de-
mented parlor games: a sign language called "bandies"
favored in 1935, a routine of outrageous puns in 1936
prefaced by the words "Knock, knock—who's there?" and
a modified version of the charade called "The Game" eman-
ating from Hollywood two years later.
Of collegiate sports football in particular displayed a new
sobriety. In 1931, for the first time in years, the receipts of
the "Big Ten" fell below two million dollars; soon it was
remarked that "students in general seem less excited than
formerly over the outcome of games." With easy money no
longer lining the pockets of alumni, deliriously alcoholic
week-ends declined no less visibly than did the "buying" of
promising athletes, while the stadiums built in the twenties
by huge bond issues now hardly met the interest on their
indebtedness* Some excellent teams were turned out, though,
and one of the most famous pigskin heroes, Byron ("Whiz-
zer") White of the University of Colorado, combined his
ail-American rank with a Phi Beta Kappa key and election
to a Rhodes Scholarship. With an audacity unthinkable to
most, the University of Chicago in 1940 capped its heresies
by abolishing intercollegiate contests. From the decade's
middle years, however, professional football with a spirit

